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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
On December 13th, our Beloved Prophet was in Switzerland surrounded by more than a
hundred Raelians coming from all parts of Switzerland and also from the neighboring countries
of Germany, Italy and France. Here is what he told them before sharing lunch, words
reproduced from notes.

Everything started on December 13th; it was the beginning of our adventure. Some of you may not
have been born yet, but you were already inside me when it arrived. Somewhere in the big plan, it
was written that you would join me.
I am 33 only ! J
I was supposed to go to Africa, but I have just decided not to go as Africa is in me… lots of small
African parasites are in me, so I don’t need to go thereJ. I hope that I will get rid of them soon.
They seem to be confused between love and attachment. I am teaching them detachment, but they
are really too fond of me. They are more Raelian than the Raelians!
And remember, we should laugh of everything!
Anyway, those of you who are going to Africa, make sure that you protect yourself well !
It is a great joy for me to be with you today, and not only because I am 33 year old… You may
remember that a few years ago Philippe Chabloz left and some 10 years later he came back and he is
now your National Guide. There is another person whom I am happy to welcome back after twenty
years absence – he was far physically but not philosophically. I am talking about Michel Deydier,
professor of Chinese Medicine in France. You may know his name from the forewords he wrote in the
Message’s books. He has decided to come back to the structure and I welcome him now officially.
It is great to be a faithful follower like many of you are here, but I almost have more admiration for
those who left and who are coming back. We are all aware that the enthusiasm one feels at the
beginning when one joins the Movement can ware off and habits and doubts can take over. But to
come to the Movement, then leave and come back after 10 or 20 years of thoughts, saying “this is
my place”, then it is a conscious and thoughtful decision. I wish that you all look at these people
whom I love, with the same eyes as mine, without critics and full of admiration.
After leaving and coming back, one is stronger and more admirable as one needs humility to come
back. Humility is the highest quality of those who elevate themselves.
Do not forget that our story is a love story before all, love for them (our creators), for the Infinite, for
Humanity and for ourselves. Let’s be conscious of the exceptional qualities of all the people here
around us. And this is even truer when we live at the time of Catacombs. You are here and you don’t
hide. You keep and nurture the pleasure to be different, you live your difference. You may even have
learned to like it. At the beginning people were looking at us with amusement and sympathy then it
changed.
It is healthy to think of leaving when one is fed up with the way one’s family is looking at us. But the
problem when we leave the Movement is that we deny a part of ourselves. It is healthy to think
about it. Imagine that you are leaving… If you think you will be better elsewhere, you should leave.
We want you happy inside. The love you will have while staying will be stronger and will overwhelm
you with happiness. Feel the pleasure to be with yourself, to tell yourself : “ I love it; it is the truth; I
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am happy with the Raelians.” You live this pleasure because you know that you can leave it. But if
you quit, you wouldn’t be completely yourselves anymore.

Our Beloved Prophet well surrounded during the December 13th celebration in Crans Montana J

After the transmissions, he talked with humor about humor.
Humor is everywhere in the Elohim’s creation. To create us in their image, they must have had a
good sense of humor. Genius, creation, wisdom and humor are always associated. Elohim are closer
to you when you laugh than when you cry, unless you are crying of joy. To laugh is part of our
genetic code. They created us so that we can be living manifestations of happiness. To animate the
non-animated and make it conscious, one does that only if it is for happiness and laughter.
Everything in our life shows that we have been created to laugh. One falls asleep during a long
prayer. But to laugh while looking at a bird flying away, that is a prayer. Have fun with everything
and nothing.
Be happy for no reason. If you have a reason to be happy, then it isn’t true happiness. It is also true
for laughter. I often laugh after making love. There are no rational, intellectual or French reasons to
explain it J
Laugh for nothing, just a burst of laugh… and then the infinite expresses itself in something natural.
Make each other laugh.
We are the religion of humor.
When one is sad, one poisons oneself. When one laughs, one generates good “humors”.
When someone is depressed, push him or her to laugh of nothing.
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The worst enemy of your health is to be in “bad mood”. To feel sad to see oneself sad is devastating.
Fear is terrible but to be afraid of having fear is even worse.
To be happy of being happy is excellent. To laugh of laughing is the best, to be in stitches; lots of
enzymes are generated when you are in stitches, which cure you. Some hospitals are using laughter
to help the success of their therapy. To laugh of laughing, this is what I hope you will practice.
If you are full of humor and happiness, if you are funny, then Elohim are with you and there will be
more people around you.
Serious people witching themselves, it isn’t us!
People must say: “look at the Raelians, look at how much they laugh!”
By doing caricatures of your leader, of the Elohim and even of their messages, you make them alive.
To be religious is to laugh about it.
Even the Jews are making fun of their teachings. We should laugh about them even more. It will
make their teachings alive.

TALK TO THE KAMAENS
Last week our Beloved Prophet was able to give two press conferences live, on internet, with
journalists from Ivory Coast in Abidjan and journalists from Burkina Faso in Ouagadougou.
He also met, still via video-conference, a delegation of 30 traditional chiefs and one king from
Ivory Coast, as well as representatives from the traditional chiefs, kings and emperor of
Burkina Faso.
During these speeches, our Beloved Prophet went somewhat further from what he had started
in the past two years in Ghana and in Congo.
Here is a summary of his speeches, taken from notes.
Despite this small parasite which is preventing me to be with you physically, I still have enough
energy to fight for Africa. As I always said, the only solution for Africa is to unite. The creation of the
United States of Africa is important, it is a big dream that I hope we will accomplish together.
We have been militants for a religious and cultural decolonization and this is why we have been doing
many de-baptization campaigns. Your ancestors are crying when they see their descendants embrace
the religion of the colonizers. It is important to apostatize and go back to the religions of your
ancestors.
You must also decolonize culturally. I am happy to see that you are wearing the traditional African
clothes which are magnificent and colorful. You must abandon the suite and tie of the ministers
which are depressing and lack virility. A tie looks like a tired sex and doesn’t represent you at all. An
African sex goes up J and the African clothes are really beautiful!
Why the United States of Africa?
First of all, was the name “Africa” given by the Africans to their own continent ?
My assistant Uriel made some researches and he found out that the name was given by the
colonizers after a name used by North African tribes. Before that, the continent was called “Kama”,
“Kam” or “Cham” by their inhabitants. I suggest that you take this name back, in the same way that
Burkina Faso get rid of the name “Haute Volta” to go back to it original name. I hope that Ivory Coast
will do the same. The name of Brazzaville is an insult to the people of Congo who see the name of a
colonizer as the name of their main city. Get your original name back, especially for your continent
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which was called Kama, Kam or Cham, up to you to decide, and that meant “ dark” like your skin.
You must be proud of your ‘nigerhood” as the writer and poet from Senegal, Léopold Sédar Senghor,
was saying. Remember, it was the color of Adam and Eve and it is wonderful for a continent to bear
a name representing the color of its inhabitants.
Now, if we talk of United States, there is the word “states” in it, a concept that was brought by the
colonizers as well. The current states have been imposed by them, created from scratch by engineers
with pens and rulers. These divisions explain all the genocides, drama and wars. They shared the
world as says Tiken Jah, and they cut the ethnical groups. These states do not correspond to
anything. You must get back the territories of your ancestors, the way they were cut then, as well as
the power of your ancestors.
Since the colonization, there have been millions of deaths because of these divisions. Peoples have
been assembled in an anarchic way by engineers!
Traditional Chiefs, Kings and Emperor must unite to build the “The United Kingdoms of Kama”.
Some think that it is going back to old time to make small countries while the trend is towards Union.
This is wrong. Europe is doing it as well. Basque people are asking for their independence from
France and Spain, while staying in the European Union. It is the same in Italy where the Northern
part wants to be independent from the Southern one. Belgium is ready to split as well. This may not
be known in Kama, but it is the reality. The future will be made out of small autonomous entities in a
united confederation; kingdoms of a human size federated in a united Kama!
Of course the current leaders will not be in favor and will try to stop the project as much as they can
as they live from the corruption. But the Kings and the Traditional Chiefs are close to their people
and are not corrupted!
Colonizers were supposed to bring peace… we have seen all the wars and genocides they brought.
They were also supposed to bring civilization, as if there wasn’t any civilization before on the
continent! The African civilizations _ or should I say the Kamaen civilizations – were of incredible
richness. My assistant Uriel for Africa gave me a text that originated in 1222 (see below), at the time
of the Emperor Keita form the Kingdom of Manden. This text was actually similar to the Human
Rights Declaration of which France is so proud; it is actually even more beautiful!
Guthenberg is supposed to be the inventor of printing, it is what we were told at school; It was
invented by Chinese people. Same with the powder that was used to kill your ancestors, it was
invented by the Chinese, but not to kill. It was invented to do fireworks, invented for pleasure. Paper
was invented by the Egyptians. Magellan didn’t do the first trip around the Earth. The Chinese did it
before.
In summary, Europe isn’t the pioneer it pretends to be, except in the bad use of the discoveries made
by others.
It is excellent that China and Kama unite; two ex-colonized countries together !
I also wanted to congratulate you in Burkina Faso for being the first country in Kama to adopt GMO
culture and this, thanks to the efficiency of the Raelians who informed the population about the
benefits of these technologies.
GMO are important as the first thing to eradicate is hunger. To drink a biological carrot juice in a rich
apartment in Paris, it is great, but it doesn’t feed the millions of children who are hungry in Kama. A
hungry child needs a bowl of rice and genetically modified rice can grow in Kama, even on poor land,
and feed the children.
To grow cocoa and coffee, these exotic plants for the pleasure of the Europeans, again it doesn’t
make sense when one sees its own children die. Even if it brings money to the country, money
cannot feed if there is no food. Kama needs to grow food and need GMO food to eat. On top of that
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these unique crops will put Kama ahead of the other continents and allow it to export to these
continents which will be behind in the future.
GMO foods are not dangerous for health. To say that they are is as ridiculous as saying that a
sorcerer can start the rain. I eat them and I choose them.

During the talk with the Kings and Traditional Chiefs of Burkina Faso, one of them expressed
his passion to act in the direction given by the Prophet Rael. But he also added that he was
concerned that these new borders could generate more civil wars. Prophet Rael answered
saying that this revolution will be done through the education of the people. Once the process
is fully understood, then there will not be any army, any corrupted president or any external
forces to stop it. He added that the Traditional Chiefs and the Kings can count on the
collaboration of the Raelians to relay and explain this direction and that they will be their
support all along the way. He finally said that, himself, Rael, will be with them and that the
Elohim are with them.
Uriel, assistant of our Beloved Prophet in Kama, answered many questions after that and the
first one was : “how can we get organized ?”… things are really moving in Kama!

Tai during the conference in Abidjan, with Djoss, the National
Guide and Hortense, who is touring Western Africa to give
conferences on GMO
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colorful party afterwards

the organizing team

What is going on in Kama at the moment is extraordinary. The impulse given by the Prophet
Rael for the United Kingdom of Kama is booming with majesty and the tam-tams and
“balafons” couldn’t contain their joy this week…
The seminar in Kama will be over in one day, more news in the next contact!

The Manden Chart

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charte_du_Manden
The Manden Chart (or Mande, Manden is the official transcript from the mandingue country) was creates by
the Mande Hunters Brotherhood (south of Bamako). This declaration was solely proclaimed in the day of
enthronization of Sundjata Keita. Mali’s emperor in the year 1222. It was given to us orally.
This chart talks to « the 12th parts of the world ». It has therefore a universal vocation according to it’s
authors. It includes 7 speeches that are as many titles on the chart:

« all life is a life »
“ any harms calls for reparation”
“ practice helping each other”
“ watch over the homeland”
“ ruin slavery and hunger”
“ may the torments of war cease”
The children of “sanene and kotron “ who are referred to in this declaration and who support and defend
the declaration are the international societies of the “donson” hunters, who were the political and military
support of Soundiata Keita, who was one of them.
Those international societies are spread through the Black Africa. They have neither ethnic nor social
affiliation criteria, but they have a very strict moral code. They never missed to interfere in the case of a
serious oppression crisis, until today. They still exist as proven by the book “the hunters society” by
Youssouf Tata Cisse. Their last interventions in Sierra Leone and in Ivory Coast were essentially to limit the
damages. They popularity increased dramatically this last few years and many are the Africans who go to
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listen to their very simple but very deep teachings, which are based on a continued transfer of the moral
values of the hunter and the defense of the widow and the orphan. All African hunters are devoted to this.
THE MANDEN CHART
In the name of the Manden
To the twelve parts of the world

First speech:
The life of the youngest as the life of the eldest
The life of the big one as the life of the little one
All life equals a life
Second speech:
If you harm a life: payback
If you harm your neighbor without reason,
If you harm your fellow without a reason,
If you torment your fellow,
Pay back!
Third speech: Practice helping each other.
Humans, help each other
Children, honor those who created you
Parents, educate those of whom you are father and mother.
All, support yours.
Fourth speech: watch over the homeland
May everyone watch over the house of their fathers
What is homeland?
Us man who live in it
Because without those who populate it, the Earth is plunged to nostalgia.
Fifth speech: Ruin the slavery and hunger
There are tow great sorrows in this world
Hunger is no good
Neither is slavery.
As long as our arms will be strong,
Hunger will no longer kill in the Manden,
And if drought comes up,
War will no longer besiege the cities of Manden
It will no longer enslave humans,
No human will any longer put death in the mouth of another human,
No human will any longer sell another human
No son of a slave will be humiliated beaten or killed.
Speech number six: May the torments of war be over
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It ceased from one wall to the next in Manden.
The sack is over
The captivity is over.
Ah, the torment!
It torments the oppressed.
It torments the captive.
Shame torments the captive as well.
The seventh speech: Everyone is free to say do or see.
Human is made of flesh and bones, of marrow and nerves.
He eats and he drinks.
But what his soul lives of are 3 things.
Which 3?
To see what it enjoys seeing
To say what it loves to say
To do what it loves to do
And if one of the 3 is missing
It suffers and perishes.
In the name of Manden and to the twelve parts of the world,
All human is free to be himself,
When he respects the homeland.
To all, the Manden oath

JOSE RAMOS HORTAS NEW HONORARY GUIDE
OF THE RAELIAN MOVEMENT
RAEL has given Jose Ramos Horta, Prime Minister of East Timor, the title of Honorary
Guide of Humanity for his message to Osama Bin Laden aired on December 23rd on the
BBC where he encourages the Al Qaeda leader, to extend the love and compassion he
shows for his Muslim brothers and sisters to the whole world, to Europeans and Christians.
Rael added “Jose Ramos Horta’s message of peace and compassion is the opposite of the
demonization and dehumanization spread by leaders like Bush and Blair who incite only
hatred, and totally forget that behind even the worst criminal there is a human being. In
doing so while pretending that they are Christians, they forget that the message of Jesus was a message of
love, compassion, non violence and forgiveness.”
The Prime Minister of Timor has also explained that he suffered under the occupation of his country by
Indonesia, the biggest Muslim country in the World, and he lost brothers and sisters, but despite this, he
doesn’t hate one single Muslim nor one single Indonesian!.
Honorary Guides are selected for their actions leading Humanity towards a higher consciousness. Jose
Ramos Horta said that he hopes that his words have touched the consciousness of Osama Bin Laden. We
believe that his words and his great example of compassion have reached many more and the Raelians of
the World are happy to welcome him amongst their Honorary Guides.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
CHINA IS RIGHT TO RESIST WESTERN INVASION
A group of Chinese students from elite universities have posted views on a website where they criticize
what they call “Western cultural invasion" with the rise in Christmas revelry. They condemn the proliferation
of Christmas trees, seasonal messages in the media and people celebrating on Christmas Eve.
People are now joining in Christmas partying without giving its meaning much thought, they said, urging for
a return to Confucianism.
According to China Daily, it is unlikely that they receive much support since Christmas has been
enthusiastically embraced by Chinese retailers and young people alike in recent years.
RAEL has expressed his support to these students for resisting such a Western invasion.
In his support statement, he even went further, asking them to push China to adopt a non-Christian
calendar, as the actual Christian calendar is pure Christian imperialism. He asked them to push their
government to ask the United Nations’ Organization to stop using the Christian calendar and adopt a new
non-religious calendar that could be starting with the creation of UNO. It is unacceptable that China and the
non-Christian countries of the world, who are a majority of 4.5 billion people, are forced to sign UN
documents using a Christian calendar as there are only 1.5 billion Christians in the world, which is a
minority. This is pure Christian imperialism.

BRIAN ENO PAINTER
Our Beloved Prophet has sent his congratulations to Brian Eno a founding member of the art rock band
Roxy Music who is also a painter and has been showing his art in contemporary art galleries across America
and mainland Europe and the Far East for decades and is now making his debut in a contemporary British
art gallery. His latest project is a sound and light installation called Constellations with 77 Million
Paintings!!!
Eno has been working with software experts to create a computer program that continually fuses layers of
more than 300 of his "paintings" to create up to 77 million permutations. The paintings are in the form of
slides coated with paint which, when dried, are scratched to produce abstract works which are digitized at
high resolution.
It has been estimated that it would take more than 9,000 years to watch the entire show at the fastest
speed available on the software. The images can change within 15 seconds or at the speed of the hour
hand of a clock. This project was partly prompted by the consciousness of all the screens around which
were unused when people were not watching television. Instead of being blank, it offered a way of using
them to present constantly evolving paintings…. Great isn’t? J
Our Beloved Prophet has expressed his wish to meet him in person.
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DECEMBER 13TH 61 A.H, A GOOD
MILLESIMEJ
198 people became Raelian last December 13th on the planet ; 129 of them were from Kama !
and the largest amount per country was in Burkina Faso with 69 cellular plan transmissions
followed closely by Ivory Coast with 34 transmissions.
They were 39 in Asia among which 15 were from Mongolia, 11 from Europe, 7 from North
America, 6 from the Middle East, 5 from South America, and 1 in Oceania.

CELEBRATION IN ITALY
In Italy we decided to have three celebrations, one in the North near Milan, one in Tuscany and one in
Rome so that it is less traveling involved for newcomers to join us.
… in Milan with Marco Franceschini!
“Our celebration was splendid. WE were 28, an unexpected number… WE started the afternoon with
transmissions outside under a superb blue sky. I did three transmissions: Grazia from Milan, Alexandre, a
Russian boy who lives in Italy, a professional musician de métier and Paolo, a Syrian boy who studies
theology.
There was lots of emotion in the air during the ceremony, especially when Paolo, previously Muslim and
also Catholic, started to kneel at the moment of his baptism. It was beautiful to ask him to stand up and it
inspired me beautiful words afterwards.
Then we went inside the hotel. Shirley transmitted brilliantly the teachings our Beloved Prophet gave us
during the last Guide seminar in Switzerland.
Between the few videos and the testimonies of the newcomers, we reached dinner without noticing that
time went so fast, it is always too fast when we talk philosophy.
I would like to mention the touching testimony of Alexandre, the beautiful Russian boy who had a cold
detachment from the start. However, before leaving, after a video dedicated to our Beloved Prophet, he
offered his most beautiful emotions and his purest tears for the joy he feels after finding the Messages and
the love of the Elohim…. A beautiful moment that helped us live again the moments when we touched the
truth.
…in Tuscany from Elena Del Carlo!
“Our meeting was simple and casual!
We were 10, including a friend who has known us for a long time, a new person from the Elbe Island and
Lia, a Raelian from Verona.
We met at 2:00pm around a dessert buffet, and then I guided a meditation to help us focus on the
moment…
The Ezael explained what December 13th means for us. We were in circle, to better feel the moment and
the contact with the Elohim.
We then had a philosophical afternoon, answering questions of Stefano a sympathizer. We also watched a
video of our beloved Prophet which always brings another dimension to our meetings!
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WE didn’t have any transmission but it has been a very beautiful afternoon.
…In Rome, from Giovanni Ottaviani!
“After a religious moment guided by Giovanni, Roberta did the transmission of two girls, Veronica and
Manuela, who had decided to recognize the Elohim as their creators officially.
We then met around a rich buffet to allow our cells to taste all kinds of nice flavors, including a cake with
candles to celebrate the 33 years since the first encounter with the Elohim. Under the candles, we had a
sugar label saying; “ the most beautiful 33 years of our life, thank You Elohim”.
qui avaient décidé de reconnaître les Elohim officiellement.
Then we had an intellectual feast with our Guide Roberta who shared with us a few of the teachings of our
Beloved Prophet in Switzerland.
We left each other by the end of the afternoon with happiness in our eyes. It has been an afternoon under
the sign of a strong link with the Elohim and with our extraordinary philosophy.”
In Images..

In Milan, the new Raelians with Shirley and Marco

Two new Raelians in Rome with Roberta and Giovanni
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IN ROMANIA

Tomi, the new National Guide, helped by Jean
Marie Briaud, media responsible for Eatern
Europe, organized a press conference on
December 7th. The National TV was there and
talked about the messages in the evening news
in a very informative way. The following day, a
National Newspaper also published a good article.
Tomi was happy and told us the week after that
he felt that today, no one could ignore the
messages in his country anymore. A happy
National Guide !
But he isn’t satisfied yet as his dream is to have
our Beloved Prophet come to his country. He is
negotiating at the moment an interview via
satellite .. On December 13th he did one transmission… many more to come !

IN IRELAND

In Ireland we had a gathering in 101 Talbot St. a small restaurant in the city centre. Present were Fon, Ray,
Josie and Deg. Unfortunately Moya who was to join us was ill and could not attend, we all sent her our love
and healing.
The atmosphere was very happy with all the customers feeling very happy so we had a great time sharing
our jokes and happy feelings. We all thought of our Prophet in Switzerland and sent our love to all who
were celebrating with him.
We also thought of our country at the moment going through a bad time with a drugs war with killings on
the streets daily. Only yesterday a beautiful 20 year old boy was gunned down and killed because he was a
witness to such a killing. A beautiful innocent Boy going about his day working away and earning money for
his Christmas celebration. It is a sad time and I feel that we have a Government that is incapable of doing
anything worthwhile to curb these Gangsters. We sent our love and healing to his family, and look forward
to the day when the love of our Prophet is shared with everyone.

IN VANCOUVER
By David Taylor

It was also a great Dec 13 here in Vancouver as we had gathered together to celebrate and enjoy each
others company, Jino from Seattle called at the last minute to say he would be able to join us, recognize the
Elohim and become part of our beautiful diverse family of diamonds .It was a fantastic day, after getting a
little acquainted with each other and a wonderful meditation, we could feel the love from our Parents which
were a little closer on this day. In this moment we sent the new vibration of our new brother Jino as we all
welcomed our new brother and sister Lia who had her transmission in Japan on Oct 7.
(a little joke is with me when I do a transmission, as the first person I did a transmission for was dying from
cancer in the hospital and died two days later , so we always joke and say there is no guarantee with me,
you better have your will done ASAP ,he he he)
So much energy and enthusiasm from Jino and Lia, we enjoyed the afternoon at home with some words of
our dear Prophet, via DVD, then treated our taste buds to some, mmmmmmmmm, veggie cheese Fondue,
We talked, told stories, laughed and had so much fun together, this was one of the best celebrations I’ve
been to in a while, but don’t we always say that?? As I’m sure you all feel the same , and Lara has shared,
I feel so complete to be here with our team, Family of the stars, always growing, learning and trying to do
more, trying to help our diamond shine even brighter so to give more light to those around us.
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Jino wants to develop the Movement in Seattle and asked if I could help, I said yes of coarse I will help,
(thought it was a trick question), so we will be working as a team without borders to find and facilitate any
new diamonds. We will have some meditations and presentations together until he can feel a little more
confident with his own style of being Raelian so he can create his team in Seattle and help to connect with
the new Raelians we find under the dust of humanity. We will also be enjoying the four celebrations of the
year together. What a pleasure to help a person with so much enthusiasm, and to help us welcome the
Elohim together.

IN LAS VEGAS
By Lara

Hmmm and what a celebration it was!!!

Thank you to all of you to be the chosen family in my life...
I was just away visiting my Biological family for 4 days and realized once again how far they are from
knowing, understanding and even wanting to get to know who I am and fastening their horizons beyond
their own circle....so stuck in their Habits and life boxes....
I returned Tuesday night and went straight into Celebration mode in the preparation of the 13th in Vegas....
as I am now writing after the fact, I have to say that it was like timeless bliss to prepare, to serve, to
welcome, to give, to play, to laugh, to contemplate, to be, to dance, to hug, to love, to discover and to
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share the infinitely small and infinitely big space and time with you.... MY dearest Chosen family!!!! It is the
biggest dream of my life true every day of my life!!!
I drove to LA after the festivities and was sent an email sharing this news...
The best meteor shower of the year peaks this week on Dec. 13th and 14th. "It's the Geminid meteor
shower," says Bill Cooke of NASA's Meteoroid Environment Office in Huntsville, Alabama. "Start watching on
Wednesday evening, Dec. 13th, around 9 p.m. local time," he advises. "The display will start small but grow
in intensity as the night wears on. By Thursday morning, Dec. 14th, people in dark, rural areas could see
one or two meteors every minute."
So with groovy music playing, the moon to my left, the showering stars and meteors above me and the
beautiful future before me I cried, laughed and sang to our beloved fathers somewhere out there and yet
so very close.... hmm and contemplated again and again how i got to be in the very place I am, so lucky!
Bless you all to have discovered the Diamond in yourself and to remember it every day!
Your sister, hmmm and possibly for eternity.... wow, imagine to have such a pleasure!

IN BURKINA FASO
By Lamane

The celebration of the anniversary of the frist encounter was simply wonderful ! a unusual ambiance ! We
all dansed and sang on the rhythm of “ Viva La vie, Viva l’Amour” of our Beloved Prophet just before
starting the transmissions. Of course, after the transmissions, it has been non-stop, with the great pleasure
we have to have Pierre Bolduc still with us on Decemeber 13th…:-))

Pierre and Lamane doing transmissions

The 69 new Raelians

IN IVORY COAST

During our December 13th celebration, the Aramis team guided by Honore Kouakou introduced to us a
second sexual minority association from Ivory Coast which, created only 10 months ago, already counts 300
members. His leader, Allou Fabrice, a beautiful man of exceptional refinement, is ready to lead the fight for
the recognition of sexual minorities real far.
Contact 325
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During his speech, he expressed his gratitude to the
Raelian Movement for its support towards his
association as well as the respectful and warm
welcome that is reserved to his members during
Raelian gatherings. He denounced the daily rejection
that him and his members suffer since the creation of
the association which gathers mainly young people (14
to 18 year old).
The following day, we learned that the minister of
Interior Affairs had refused to sign the papers that
would have made this association legal and officially
recognized. We are preparing a protest… the fight goes
on…
On the picture from left to right:
Honore Kouakou, three members of the association
(the President on the center), Harmony Koulibaly
(Responsible for Aramis Africa)

WHITE KNIGHTS
IN QUEBEC !!
By Marisse

On Friday morning, my alarm clock went on at 5 :00am. I opened a comatose eye… Then my brain starts to
activate and I remember why I had to wake up in the middle of the night… Two hours later, I meet Alain
Guathier, leader of the event and all the other White Knights in front of the University of Quebec in Trois
Rivieres. Our rights have been denied. This University prevented us to have a Clitoraid stand in their
premises for the only reason that we were Raelians!!
Well, on that morning, we were 50 to show our disapproval, our feet in the icy water and the snow ! 50
White Knights from every part of Quebec who came to claim high and strong that they will not let such an
injustice go unnoticed. This morning, I was aware that the cause was much greater than me and I was so
proud to be Raelian, surrounded by my brothers and sisters… as well as the police which we had informed
so that they can “protect” us on the occasion.
The media were there too : 3 radio, 2 newspapers. One of them had the story on its front page. Three TV
came as well (TVA, TQS, Radio-Canada). Daniel Chabot, our wonderful planetary responsible for teaching,
was for an hour live on the Radio station CHLN in Trois Rivieres with Sylvie Chabot who is in charge of
Clitoraid in Canada and Orev !
Alone one contests, together we change the World!
Marisse Caissy, Level 3
Proud to be White Knights since 15 years
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When Leon Flies…
By Leon Mellul

For the first time in my life I gave a lecture in an airplane :-)
We had about 12 people who join my seat section when I was standing up explaining the message to two
who where interested about my symbol. Then the debate started :-) People started standing up to join the
conversation and we distributed about 16 flyers. Joce and I really enjoyed it :-) The more they where
blocking the way surrounding me, the more others wanted to know what was going on... I also had some
arguments with a religious young guy who wanted to play smart in front of the group to discredit us. But he
had no words to refute my points about the message... People around made him feel so ridiculous on the
items he was trying to refute without success that he left... This is the advantage we have to spread the
message amongst those who understand the language.
We made 5 solid contacts with interested people we will meet when we are back. Among them a French
young journalist from Jerusalem ;-))

RAELIAN MOVEMENT IN NIGERIA
Nigeria Adopt a Clitoris

By prof Steve Onedo, National Guide of Nigeria

The Raelians of Nigeria organized a 2 hours conference on the 12th of December 2006. The theme of the
conference was “Adopt a clitoris”. The conference was organized in Benin City, Edo State. 3000 Flyers were
distributed by Steve and Godfrey on the 10th and 11th of December 2006. The public response to the
conference was low, but we received a lot of phone calls asking if they could be helped. An average of 5
phone calls per day after the conference! Nigerians are slow to accepting new technology, but once they
accept it they dominate the technology, we look forward to see Nigeria Raelian Movement grow fast once
they accept the Intelligent Design. 2 young males recognized the Elohim and took their Cellular Plan
Transmission on the 13th of December 2006. The youngest of these male intends to study Medicine in the
University.
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SEASON’S SONG

From Sonja Bates, lev3 Australia

I had this funny thing happen the other day that I wanted to share .... I was at my children's Christmas
Pageant when they began to sing this song. Have a read and you can see why!
A spaceman came travelling on his ship from afar,
'Twas light years of time since his mission did start,
And over a village he halted his craft,
And it hung in the sky like a star, just like a star...
He followed a light and came down to a shed,
Where a mother and child were lying there on a bed,
A bright light of silver shone round his head,
And he had the face of an angel, and they were afraid...
Then the stranger spoke, he said "Do not fear,
I come from a planet a long way from here,
And I bring a message for mankind to hear,"
And suddenly the sweetest music filled the air...
And it went la la la la, la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la..
La la la la, la la la, la la la...
Peace and goodwill to all men,
and love for the child...
La la la la, la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la..
La la la la, la la la, la la la...
Oh oh oh...
This lovely music went trembling through the ground,
And many were wakened on hearing that sound,
And travellers on the road, the village they found,
By the light of that ship in the sky, which shone all round...
And just before dawn at the paling of the sky,
The stranger returned and said "Now I must fly,
When two thousand years of your time has gone by,
This song will begin once again, to a baby's cry..."
And it was la la la la, la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la, la la la...
Peace and goodwill to all men, and
love for the child...
And I hear la la la la, la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la...
La la la la, la la la, la la la...
Contact 325
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This song will begin once again
to a baby's cry...
Oh the whole world is waiting, waiting to hear the song again,
There are thousands standing on the edge of the world,
And a star is moving somewhere, the time is nearly here,
This song will begin once again, to a baby's cry...
(a song from Chris Deburgh)

BEST ARTICLE OF THE YEAR!!!
The messages are being confirmed everyday thanks to Science… this article is about one of the
aspect of our philosophy, the capacity to stop aging one day, that has been always contested
by establishment… enjoy this article!!
Source: http://times.hankooki.com/lpage/tech/200606/kt2006061209433511780.htm

ANTI-AGING MOLECULE DISCOVERED
By Kim Tae-gyu
Staff Reporter
A team of South Korean scientists on Sunday claimed to have created a ``cellular fountain of youth,’’ or a
small molecule, which enables human cells to avoid aging and dying.
The team, headed by Prof. Kim Tae-kook at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology,
argued the newly-synthesized molecule, named CGK733, can even make cells younger.
The findings were featured by the Britain-based Nature Chemical Biology online early today and will be
printed as a cover story in the journal’s offline edition early next month.
``All cells face an inevitable death as they age. On this path, cells became lethargic and in the end stop
dividing but we witnessed that CGK733 can block the process,’’ Kim said.
``We also found the synthetic compound can reverse aging, by revitalizing already-lethargic cells.
Theoretically, this can give youth to the elderly via rejuvenating cells,’’ the 41-year-old said.
Kim expected that the CGK733-empowered drugs that keep cells youthful far beyond their normal life span
would be commercialized in less than 10 years.
Other researchers here heaped praises on the discovery but they were cautious about the practical
therapeutic application of the new substance.
``Obviously, it is an innovative finding. But we need to see whether or not CGK733 could really rejuvenate
cells inside human bodies without generating side effects,’’ Prof. Kim Sung-hoon at Seoul National University
said.
Prof. Kim Tae-kook, however, is confident about the commercial viability of CGK733, believing the efficiency
of the material was created using state-of-the-art magnetic nano-probe technology.
``We have the magnet-associated technology to identify molecular targets inside living cells, which allowed
us to examine the mechanisms of CGK733 directly,’’ Kim said.
``Unlike other research teams that must make candidates materials for drugs without being able to see
their intra-cell activities, we know the precise mechanism of CGK733. So we have the better chance of
making a success of the substance,’’ he continued.
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Indeed, Kim basked in global recognition last June when he and his associates developed a technology
dubbed MAGIC, short for magnetism-based interactive capture.
MAGIC uses fluorescent materials to check whether any drug can mix with targeted proteins inside the cell.
The results were globally recognized by being printed by the U.S.-based journal Science at the time.
``MAGIC is kind of a source technology to see inside cells. Based on the method, we also found a pair of
promising substances that can deal with cancers,’’ Kim said.
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